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Glossary 
Aer air 
Aether upper stratosphere 
Apeiron limitless, boundless 
Archai first principles (archē singular) 
Archon ruler 
Asty town centre  
bema orator’s or speaker’s platform 
cella inner chamber of temple     
chiton robe, garment 
chora rural area outside of town 
deme district 
demos citizenry 
dialectic reasoning (in Platonic usage) 
diathesis arrangement 
eidos idea and form (in Platonic usage) 
entelechy actualisation (in Socratic usage) 
eschara ever-burning flame in sacred hearth 
ethos character and habits of a person (ancient Greek usage) 
eudaimonia goodness (as an ethos) 
eurhythmia harmonious proportion 
gê earth 
hippeis horsemen; cavalry 
horoi stone boundary markers 
hudor water 
kline dining couch 
logos an account, a discourse, thought, a reason  
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moriai sacred olive trees in the sanctuary at the Academy 
oikonomia household economy or management  
paideia broad system of cultural education 
palaestra outdoor wrestling arena 
pan all  
paradeisos  enclosed garden park 
peplos woollen garment worn by females 
peristyle colonnade surrounding a building 
phuta plants (phuton singular) 
polis city-state, central urban area (loosely translated) 
poiēma  literally, that which is created or made 
propylaia monumental porch with gate 
pyr fire 
skena  built scenery in the ancient Greek theatre 
stele upright commemorative stone slab (or column) 
stoa columned portico  
stoicheion element 
symmetria  symmetry 
synoikia  unification (of Athenian demes by Theseus) 
syntagmata a string of elements that together form a larger form 
taxis order 
temenos  a piece of land marked off as sacred; area around a temple 
thematismo  custom or nature of a thing that creates a bond 
theoi gods and goddesses; divinities 
topos a place 
trope a pun, a play on words 
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Abstract  
This doctoral thesis explores six archai upon which the foundations of Western architectural 
theory were built, but, as I contend, have far more profound roots in the mythological and 
philosophical landscapes of the ancient Greeks of the 8th century BC onward and, more 
particularly, the Athenians of the 5th and 4th centuries BC. Central to my thinking and to my 
mode of writing is the concept of tropes, hence 'built environment' becomes 'constructed 
landscape'. There is a subtle, yet significant difference between these two terms. The 
second term is a trope, a play on the words of the first. Whereas the term ‘built environment’ 
describes physical form, ‘constructed landscape’ describes not only physical form but can 
also be different in conceptual form. A dialogue or a poem, for instance, can be said to be a 
‘constructed landscape’. My interest lies not in the visual language of the built environment 
but in the language of conceptual and figurative landscapes. By troping Lynch's 'elements' 
and 'form', and Vitruvius' ‘first principles’ I explore the concept-construct of the Self and the 
polis in relation to them, and to the architectural, through seven Platonic-style Dialogues 
(set in 355 BC) that I have written. The research for the Dialogues draws upon ideas from 
the disciplines of landscape architecture, and architecture, and archaeology, in concert with 
Archaic and Classical Greek philosophy, poetry and plays, to explore the earliest Western 
expressions of archai. The primary aim of my research is to reveal through the constructed 
landscapes of the Athenians, and, more broadly, the Greeks of the late Archaic and 
Classical period, ancient Greek concepts of archai, not as an architectural term but as 
constructions of the ancient Greek mind, through the tropes of ‘elements’ and ‘form’ that 
have been articulated in Greek myth, poetry and philosophy. The importance of this 
research is twofold: first, in bringing to light the origins of archai in Western thought, and, 
second, by following The Way, itself a trope, and exploring the constructed landscapes 
revealing the ethos that existed between the Self and the architectural.  
 
